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THE CONFIDENCE FACTOR WORKSHOP IS COMING TO THE LEHIGH VALLEY 

Creative Workshops that SHAKE the soul and REVIVE dreams 

 

October 1, 2018, Bethlehem, Pa. – Donna Mosley Productions, (DMP) A local production 

company announces a new workshop designed for people who want to increase their confidence 

in themselves, their dreams and their visions. DMP utilizes creative tools and techniques to 

cultivate self-confidence, spark vision and put into momentum the variety of abilities that exist 

within men and women in the Lehigh Valley.   

On Thursday, October 25, 2018 from 6pm to 8pm, DMP will host their first workshop at the 

Southside Bethlehem Public Library. Whether a person is wanting to start a business, make it as 

an artist, or start a ministry, “THE CONFIDENCE FACTOR” is a useful connection. “A lack of 

confidence kills a million dreams a day” says Donna Mosley.  “The workshop is here to put a 

stop to the mass murderer of dreams and to empower individuals to flourish in their own goals.     

In 2003 Donna Mosley executed “The Respect Factor” workshop in New Jersey for small 

businesses and individuals. The success of “The Respect Factor” organically lead into the 

cultivation of “THE CONFIDENCE FACTOR”. The upcoming workshop is being offered at the 

low cost of $20.00 pp. Students $10.00pp. 

Donna Mosley has served in both Corporate and Church Leadership for many years. She earned 

her BCA from Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Prior to relocating to the Lehigh 

Valley, Pa she served for 14 years as the director of the theater ministry at Agape Family 

Worship Center, Rahway, New Jersey, under the leadership of Pastor Lawrence Raphael Powell. 

She has trained and mentored many people who have accomplished their dreams. She is 

presently the founder and lead Pastor of Balm Church, Bethlehem, Pa. Whether an artist, an 

entrepreneur or an individual just wanting to gain self-confidence, this workshop will change 

how you see yourself and the world around you.  To register for “THE CONFIDENCE 

FACTOR” visit www.donnamosleyproductions.com, Connect with us on 

Facebook/donnamosleyproductions and Instagram/donnamosleyproductions. 


